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with an alpha aluminum frame clearance for larger tires a 10 speed shimano tiagra drivetrain top tube mounts and an all day
road comfort geometry domane al 4 is perfect for casual pedaling group rides fast commutes and even venturing beyond
paved paths to most gravel roads with an alpha aluminum frame clearance for larger tires a 10 speed shimano tiagra
drivetrain top tube mounts and an all day road comfort geometry domane al 4 is perfect for casual pedaling group rides fast
commutes and even venturing beyond paved paths to most gravel roads compare domane al 4 disc combines the smooth
comfortable qualities of an advanced alloy frame with the performance of higher quality parts it features an upgraded
drivetrain and crisp hydraulic disc manufacturer price 1 699 price history view on trekbikes com add to watch list learn about
trek report data problem add to comparison buy from trek where to buy 1 699 trek domane al 4 gen 4 in stock 54cm 1 699
biloxi bicycle works domane al 4 gen 4 in stock 49cm 1 449 biloxi bicycle works domane al 3 gen 3 pre owned frameset 400
series oclv carbon isospeed power transfer construction hidden fender mounts e2 tapered head tube bb90 duotrap
compatible 3s chain keeper frame fit endurance fork trek isospeed carbon e2 steerer components headset fsa integrated
sealed cartridge bearings 1 1 8 top 1 5 bottom accessories extras frameset 400 series oclv carbon isospeed e2 tapered head
tube bb90 power transfer construction hidden fender mounts 3s chain keeper duotrap compatible frame fit endurance
geometry fork domane carbon e2 tapered steerer hidden fender mounts wheels alloy hubs bontrager tubeless ready rims
front hub alloy rear hub alloy rims brand trek product domane alr 4 disc domane with isospeed has it all blistering speed
incredible race comfort and stability even on the punishing pavé of flanders and roubaix trek domane generation four what
is new my biggest knock against the third generation domane was the weight it was an excellent and feature rich bike but a
little hefty so i am happy to domane al 4 disc combines the smooth comfortable qualities of an advanced alloy frame with
the performance of higher quality parts it features an upgraded drivetrain and crisp hydraulic disc brakes for a fast road bike
perfect for competitive group rides and even races the all new fourth generation domane is now our fastest and lightest
domane disc ever thanks to a new lightweight frame design premium oclv carbon and updated aero kammtail tube shaping
smooth as butter newly refined isospeed technology review trek domane 4 5 a high end frame and smart build kit bike hacks
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hitting the street for less than 2 800 the domane 4 5 struck me as a steal considering the high end frame technology and the
smart build kit 3 499 99 model 5270388 retailer prices may vary depending on location and delivery method the final price
will be shown in your cart domane sl 5 is ready to take on rough roads and long miles with a ride that s smooth sleek and
aerodynamic trekbikes com summary the scott addict 30 and trek domane sl 5 gen 4 are both carbon frame endurance
bikes with upper mid range components and hydraulic disc brakes domane slr domane slr is our lightest and quietest e road
bike ever complete with our highest level 800 series oclv carbon premium components road smoothing rear isospeed and a
28mph max assist that keeps you quick and comfortable on epic all day adventures assist up to 28mph range around 60
miles battery size 360wh shop domane slr the domane sl will retain the 500 series carbon that features on the current model
the new approach from trek continues through the development of the frame s tube shapes which have been given brand
trek product domane alr 4 disc women s the smooth advantage domane with isospeed has it all blistering speed incredible
race comfort and stability even on the punishing pavé of flanders and roubaix



trek domane al 4 gen 4 scott s cycle fitness
May 01 2024

with an alpha aluminum frame clearance for larger tires a 10 speed shimano tiagra drivetrain top tube mounts and an all day
road comfort geometry domane al 4 is perfect for casual pedaling group rides fast commutes and even venturing beyond
paved paths to most gravel roads

domane al 4 gen 4 trek bikes
Mar 31 2024

with an alpha aluminum frame clearance for larger tires a 10 speed shimano tiagra drivetrain top tube mounts and an all day
road comfort geometry domane al 4 is perfect for casual pedaling group rides fast commutes and even venturing beyond
paved paths to most gravel roads compare

trek domane al 4 disc scott s bicycle centre chattanooga
Feb 28 2024

domane al 4 disc combines the smooth comfortable qualities of an advanced alloy frame with the performance of higher
quality parts it features an upgraded drivetrain and crisp hydraulic disc

2024 trek domane al 4 gen 4 specs comparisons reviews
Jan 29 2024



manufacturer price 1 699 price history view on trekbikes com add to watch list learn about trek report data problem add to
comparison buy from trek where to buy 1 699 trek domane al 4 gen 4 in stock 54cm 1 699 biloxi bicycle works domane al 4
gen 4 in stock 49cm 1 449 biloxi bicycle works domane al 3 gen 3 pre owned

domane 4 series frameset trek bikes
Dec 28 2023

frameset 400 series oclv carbon isospeed power transfer construction hidden fender mounts e2 tapered head tube bb90
duotrap compatible 3s chain keeper frame fit endurance fork trek isospeed carbon e2 steerer components headset fsa
integrated sealed cartridge bearings 1 1 8 top 1 5 bottom accessories extras

domane s 4 trek bikes
Nov 26 2023

frameset 400 series oclv carbon isospeed e2 tapered head tube bb90 power transfer construction hidden fender mounts 3s
chain keeper duotrap compatible frame fit endurance geometry fork domane carbon e2 tapered steerer hidden fender
mounts wheels alloy hubs bontrager tubeless ready rims front hub alloy rear hub alloy rims

trek domane alr 4 disc scott s bicycle centre chattanooga
Oct 26 2023

brand trek product domane alr 4 disc domane with isospeed has it all blistering speed incredible race comfort and stability
even on the punishing pavé of flanders and roubaix



trek domane review best road bikes bicycling
Sep 24 2023

trek domane generation four what is new my biggest knock against the third generation domane was the weight it was an
excellent and feature rich bike but a little hefty so i am happy to

trek domane al 4 disc scott s cycle fitness
Aug 24 2023

domane al 4 disc combines the smooth comfortable qualities of an advanced alloy frame with the performance of higher
quality parts it features an upgraded drivetrain and crisp hydraulic disc brakes for a fast road bike perfect for competitive
group rides and even races

trek domane carbon 2022 scott s bicycle centre
Jul 23 2023

the all new fourth generation domane is now our fastest and lightest domane disc ever thanks to a new lightweight frame
design premium oclv carbon and updated aero kammtail tube shaping smooth as butter newly refined isospeed technology

review trek domane 4 5 a high end frame and smart build kit
Jun 21 2023

review trek domane 4 5 a high end frame and smart build kit bike hacks hitting the street for less than 2 800 the domane 4



5 struck me as a steal considering the high end frame technology and the smart build kit

domane sl 5 gen 4 trek bikes
May 21 2023

3 499 99 model 5270388 retailer prices may vary depending on location and delivery method the final price will be shown in
your cart domane sl 5 is ready to take on rough roads and long miles with a ride that s smooth sleek and aerodynamic

compare 2023 scott addict 30 vs trek domane sl 5 gen 4 99
Apr 19 2023

trekbikes com summary the scott addict 30 and trek domane sl 5 gen 4 are both carbon frame endurance bikes with upper
mid range components and hydraulic disc brakes

domane family trek bikes
Mar 19 2023

domane slr domane slr is our lightest and quietest e road bike ever complete with our highest level 800 series oclv carbon
premium components road smoothing rear isospeed and a 28mph max assist that keeps you quick and comfortable on epic
all day adventures assist up to 28mph range around 60 miles battery size 360wh shop domane slr



trek s new domane is lighter simpler and racier than ever
Feb 15 2023

the domane sl will retain the 500 series carbon that features on the current model the new approach from trek continues
through the development of the frame s tube shapes which have been given

trek domane alr 4 disc women s scott s bicycle centre
Jan 17 2023

brand trek product domane alr 4 disc women s the smooth advantage domane with isospeed has it all blistering speed
incredible race comfort and stability even on the punishing pavé of flanders and roubaix
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